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Who am I on RJ in prison?

•Social worker in a juvenile semi-closed center

•Victim-offender mediatior (VOM) for juveniles

•VOM in 3 prisons in Brussels

•Question on how prisoners give meaning to
restorative justice practices?

•Ethnographic study in a Belgian prison: focus 
on daily life and social relationships

•Research on how participating in VOM supports 
prisoners to desist from crime? 
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What is RJ in prison?

•Restorative justice practices (VOM, Victim
Awarness programs, etc)

•Restorative values in prison (climat, conflict 
resolution, etc.)

•Restoration towards the victim as a (moral) 
obligation

•Restoration as a purpose or a goal of the 
(prison) sentence
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Complexity and diversity

•Is it about the rights for victims?

•Or about safeguarding the rights of 
prisoners? 

•How  to deal with the changing penal
climat?

• The effect of changes inside prisons 
(overcrowding, security, radicalisation, etc)

•RJ in prison linked with a reforming
potential (individual, institute, society)
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Difference between policy 
and practice?

“And I don’t say that humanity doesn’t progress? 
I say it is a bad method to pose the problem as: 
How is it that we have progressed? 

The problem is: how do things happen? 
And what happens now is not necessarily better 
or more advanced, or better understood, than 
what happened in the past.”

(Michel Foucault, Prison Talk 1975)
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Prison life versus restorative
images 
“Life in prison is living three lives at the same time. One on 
the wing, you see the macho’s here walking around, putting 
on an image that they are strong, fearless.  Being on the 
wing, prison talk is like talking about nothing.  And a life,  
me alone in my cell. That is the hard one, when you cannot 
escape from yourself anymore, caught up in your own 
thoughts.  

And also one when I am talking with my wife, or even my 
personal therapist,  that is when I really can open up.  Oh 
no, sorry Bart, (he starts laughing),  4 lives, one towards 
the system, where I need to say what they want to hear. 
Everybody wants to get out of prison (continues laughing). 
Prison still is a jungle Bart, only the strong will survive, in 
body and mind.”

(prisoner, 49, murder, fieldnotes 21/05/16)
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Prison life versus restorative
images 

•Everyday social interactions
•Small networks of relationships
•Set of unwritten rules
• Informal economy
•Masculinity
•Split between life in prison cell 
and wing

•Not in prison talks / discours: victims, regret, 
shame, change, taking up responsibility, reparation, 
victimisation

•Sanctuary - free – places: social relations between 
prisoners with mutual trust, privacy, familiarity, 
engagement, personal connectivity

Not with prison staff
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What happens in a RJ 
practice in prison?

“The system focuses on all your negative 
characteristics, or defaults. They look at you as a 
doctor, trying to figure out what is wrong with you. I 
also have some good things to say about me. I am a 
whole person, with bad but also good parts, I don’t 
like it being reduced to just the crimes I have 
committed. (stops speaking) You know who the first 
person was who addressed me as Ahmed, my 
mediator (VOM). “

(prisoner, 36, murder, fieldnotes 04/07/16)
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What happens in a RJ 
practice in prison?

“The system focuses on all your negative 
characteristics, or defaults. (…) I am a whole person, 
with bad but also good parts, I don’t like it being 
reduced to just the crimes I have committed. “

(prisoner, 36, murder, fieldnotes 04/07/16)

“It is all about trust, having the possibility to show the 
mediator who you are, how you think, without being 
judged again. If not, it is not possible to show 
emotions, or talk about regret.”

(prisoner, 29, murder, fieldnotes 17/06/15)
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What happens in a RJ 
practice in prison?

•Important role of the mediator 
•Practice as a space of trust and openness
•It is about their life story (crime)
•Being able to take up responsibility
•Vulnerability and their own victimization
•Strong focus on crime and victim
•Less focus on how to deal with the 
mediation process in prison
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What happens in a RJ 
practice that promotes
desistance from crime?

•Reflecting about choices in life, and effects on their 
lives and that of others (victims)

•Cognitive shifts – insights / empathy
•Desire to repair the harm caused (context and 

victim)
•Constructing a narrative (around the decision to 

stop committing crime)
•Desire to change and the question of HOW
•Talking about their own victimization
•Talking about remorse, shame and regret
•Seeking closure – future oriented narrative 

(outcome agreement)
•Expressing hope
•Wishing to desist from crime
•Creating and supporting a ‘community of care’
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Concluding reflections

The prison:
•doesn’t destruct the will to change
•disabling environment to practice the desire to 
change

•blocks emotional transparency

RJ practice as:
• a trigger that produces the desire, the will, the 
narrative to change

•a tool for a (new) social identity
•a tool for reintegrative planning

sanctuary / free places
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